Nonadherence with antipsychotic medication in schizophrenia: challenges and management strategies
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Abstract: Nonadherence with medication occurs in all chronic medical disorders. It is a particular challenge in schizophrenia due to the illness’s association with social isolation, stigma, and comorbid substance misuse, plus the effect of symptom domains on adherence, including positive and negative symptoms, lack of insight, depression, and cognitive impairment. Nonadherence lies on a spectrum, is often covert, and is underestimated by clinicians, but affects more than one third of patients with schizophrenia per annum. It increases the risk of relapse, rehospitalization, and self-harm, increases inpatient costs, and lowers quality of life. It results from multiple patient, clinician, illness, medication, and service factors, but a useful distinction is between intentional and unintentional nonadherence. There is no gold standard approach to the measurement of adherence as all methods have pros and cons. Interventions to improve adherence include psychoeducation and other psychosocial interventions, antipsychotic long-acting injections, electronic reminders, service-based interventions, and financial incentives. These overlap, all have some evidence of effectiveness, and the intervention adopted should be tailored to the individual. Psychosocial interventions that utilize combined approaches seem more effective than unidimensional approaches. There is increasing interest in electronic reminders and monitoring systems to enhance adherence, eg, Short Message Service text messaging and real-time medication monitoring linked to smart pill containers or an electronic ingestible event marker. Financial incentives to enhance antipsychotic adherence raise ethical issues, and their place in practice remains unclear. Simple pragmatic strategies to improve medication adherence include shared decision-making, regular assessment of adherence, simplification of the medication regimen, ensuring that treatment is effective and that side effects are managed, and promoting a positive therapeutic alliance and good communication between the clinician and patient. These elements remain essential for all patients, not least for the small minority where vulnerability and risk issue dictate that compulsory treatment is necessary to ensure adherence.
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Introduction

The challenge of patients not following medical advice is not new. In the 4th century BC, Hippocrates observed that some patients did not take their prescribed treatments.¹ In the 19th century, Robert Koch, the father of modern bacteriology, was critical of patients with tuberculosis who did not adhere to strategies to reduce infection. In 1955, soon after the introduction of antibiotics, it was observed that approximately one third of patients did not complete a 1-week course of oral penicillin for acute pharyngitis or otitis media.² A recent national guideline concluded that between a third and one half of medicines that are prescribed for long-term conditions are not taken by...
Although nonadherence is a problem throughout medicine, there are several factors that make it especially challenging in schizophrenia. These include lack of illness awareness (a term encompassing insight, but also attitudes and beliefs about the nature of the illness), the direct impact of symptoms (including depression, cognitive impairment, and positive and negative symptoms), social isolation, comorbid substance misuse, stigma, and the increasing fragmentation of mental health services in many countries. Not surprisingly, these multiple disadvantages for people with schizophrenia mean the prevalence of nonadherence in psychosis is at least as high if not higher than in many chronic medical disorders. In this review, we concentrate on nonadherence with antipsychotic medication. We consider the prevalence of nonadherence, its costs, and the factors that contribute.

Next we review the assessment of nonadherence in research studies and clinical practice. We review a range of interventions to improve adherence, including basic strategies that should accompany prescribing, specific psychosocial interventions, antipsychotic long-acting injections (LAIs), electronic reminders, service interventions, and financial incentives. In reality, there is overlap between some of these approaches. We conclude by highlighting some key areas for future research. Strategies to improve adherence assume that in clinical practice the benefits of antipsychotic medication are often undermined by nonadherence. In view of this, we start with a brief review of the evidence base for the use of antipsychotic medication in the management of schizophrenia.

**Antipsychotic medication and schizophrenia**

The course and outcome of schizophrenia show considerable variability between individuals. A small proportion of individuals experience a single psychotic episode, make a full recovery, and remain well without medication. However, for most of those affected, schizophrenia is a chronic condition, although this should not obscure the fact that the long-term prognosis is favorable or at least stable for a high proportion. In a 5-year follow-up of patients who experienced a first episode of psychosis, the cumulative first relapse rate was 82% and the second relapse rate was 78%. A systematic review of longitudinal studies in first-episode psychosis, with a mean follow-up of 35 months, reported a good outcome for 42% and a poor outcome for 27% of individuals.

The efficacy of antipsychotic medication in the acute and maintenance treatment of schizophrenia is clear from large meta-analyses of placebo-controlled trials. A meta-analysis of 38 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that compared second-generation antipsychotics with placebo in acute treatment of schizophrenia showed a moderate effect size of approximately 0.5, with a number needed to treat of six for response. Another meta-analysis of 65 trials, in which patients stabilized on antipsychotic medication were randomized to continue medication or switch to placebo, showed that antipsychotics significantly reduced the rate of relapse at 1 year compared with placebo, with a number needed to treat to benefit of three (Figure 1). Those treated with...
antipsychotic drugs were also less likely to be admitted to hospital or to drop out for inefficacy or for any reason.11

Antipsychotics are not a panacea. Their benefit in acute treatment is largely in terms of the treatment of positive symptoms while other symptom domains, particularly negative symptoms, show less improvement. Some patients do not respond to antipsychotic medication including clozapine; the proportion of such patients is higher in tertiary services12 but treatment resistance occurs, albeit less frequently, in first-episode patients.13 Maintenance antipsychotic treatment does not eliminate the risk of relapse, but does reduce it. Antipsychotics can have a wide range of side effects.14 In the maintenance meta-analysis by Leucht et al, weight gain, sedation, and movement disorders were more common in those treated with antipsychotic medication than in those treated with placebo (Figure 1).11 Antipsychotic-induced weight gain,15 metabolic disturbance,16 and hyperprolactinemia17 are particularly important due to their potential impact on future physical health. Antipsychotics can also impair cognition.18 Many of these adverse effects are dose-related.14

There is growing interest in the possibility that carefully selected patients with schizophrenia may be able to be treated both acutely and long-term with psychological interventions as an alternative to medication.19 At present, the data are limited and such an approach cannot be advocated as routine practice. Most guidelines for the treatment of schizophrenia recommend that pharmacological relapse prevention strategies are considered for every patient diagnosed with schizophrenia, with treatment being continued for between 1 and 2 years after a first episode.20 In clinical practice, the duration of maintenance treatment needs to be determined on an individual patient basis by weighing up its advantages and disadvantages. Many patients require indefinite antipsychotic treatment, although this should be at the lowest effective dose and combined with psychosocial approaches and regular follow-up that includes monitoring for side effects, with intervention as appropriate.

### Prevalence of antipsychotic nonadherence

Nonadherence with medication is a problem in all chronic medical conditions including, for example, the use of insulin in diabetes,21 antihypertensives in hypertension,22 brimonidine in glaucoma,23 antiretroviral therapy in those with human immunodeficiency virus,24 and statins in those with hyperlipidemia.25 A review of medication adherence in psychiatric and physical disorders, spanning papers published between 1975 and 1996, reported the mean amount of prescribed medication taken to be 58% for patients prescribed antipsychotics, 65% for those prescribed antidepressants, and 76% for those prescribed medication for physical disorders.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Mean study duration</th>
<th>Risk ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Absolute difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>NNTB/HNNTH (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relapse 7–12 months</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>502/1,465 (27%)</td>
<td>773/1,204 (64%)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.40 (0.33 to 0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapse independent of duration</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>744/3,395 (22%)</td>
<td>1,716/2,997 (57%)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.35 (0.29 to 0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants readmitted to hospital</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>112/1,132 (10%)</td>
<td>245/956 (26%)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.38 (0.27 to 0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout for any reason</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>802/6,493 (14%)</td>
<td>1,190/7,067 (54%)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.53 (0.46 to 0.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout because of inefficacy</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>412/5,539 (16%)</td>
<td>830/2,007 (41%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.37 (0.31 to 0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants unimproved/worse</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>614/880 (70%)</td>
<td>569/664 (88%)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.73 (0.64 to 0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent/aggressive behavior</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9/403 (2%)</td>
<td>34/277 (12%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.27 (0.15 to 0.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants employed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63/130 (48%)</td>
<td>65/129 (50%)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.96 (0.75 to 1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death (any)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5/1,240 (1%)</td>
<td>7/1,116 (1%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.77 (0.28 to 2.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death from natural causes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0/1,021</td>
<td>2/920 (1%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.34 (0.04 to 3.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1/572 (1%)</td>
<td>3/129 (17%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.24 (0.39 to 3.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death from natural causes</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>5/572 (1%)</td>
<td>3/129 (17%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.24 (0.39 to 3.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout because of AE</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>132/2,437 (5%)</td>
<td>781/896 (84%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.16 (0.70 to 1.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least one AE</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>575/1,188 (48%)</td>
<td>450/996 (45%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.01 (0.87 to 1.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least one MD</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>304/901 (16%)</td>
<td>1,341/510 (95%)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.55 (1.25 to 1.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>187/1,051 (2%)</td>
<td>37/769 (5%)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.52 (0.28 to 0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of antiparkinsonian medication</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>182/748 (24%)</td>
<td>90/569 (16%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.40 (1.03 to 1.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>156/1,174 (13%)</td>
<td>85/972 (9%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.50 (1.22 to 1.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight gain</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>128/1,231 (10%)</td>
<td>611/890 (6%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.07 (2.31 to 3.26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1** Efficacy of maintenance antipsychotic medication versus placebo in schizophrenia (65 trials, n=4,493). **Notes:** Data are n/N (%) unless otherwise stated. The random effects model by DerSimonian and Laird24 was used throughout, with weights calculated by the Mantel–Haenszel method. *Weighted by sample size of individual trials. Because of space limitations, we did not use the display suggested by Altman.14 Reprinted from The Lancet, 379, Leuchter S, Tardy M, Komossa K, et al, Antipsychotic drugs versus placebo for relapse prevention in schizophrenia: a systematic review and meta-analysis, 2063–2071, Copyright © 2012, with permission from Elsevier.11

**Abbreviations:** AE, adverse event; MD, movement disorder; n, number of participants with an event; N, number of studies; CI, confidence interval; NNTB/NNTH, number needed to treat to benefit/harm; H, harm; B, benefit.
The authors concluded that nonadherence may be a greater issue in psychiatry than in general medicine, but that the difference could reflect differences in the methodology used to assess adherence. Studies using electronic monitoring show that the extent of antipsychotic nonadherence is underestimated by psychiatrists.26

The rate of nonadherence with antipsychotics in schizophrenia varies between studies, reflecting differences in the populations studied and the methodology used in terms of the definition and measurement of adherence and the period of time over which it is assessed (see Assessment of nonadherence section). However, there is a clear consensus that nonadherence is a major problem. A systematic review of 39 studies reported a mean rate of medication nonadherence in schizophrenia of 41%.27 When the analysis was restricted to the five methodologically most rigorous studies, which included defining adherence as taking medication at least 75% of the time, the nonadherence rate increased to 50%.

Valenstein et al assessed approximately 34,000 Veterans Affairs patients with schizophrenia.28 Medication possession ratios (MPRs, ie, percentage of days with an antipsychotic prescription) were calculated for 4 consecutive years, with good adherence defined as an MPR ≥0.8 during a year. Patients were divided into those who had consistently poor adherence (MPR <0.8 in all years) and consistency good adherence (MPR ≥0.8 in all years). The cross-sectional prevalence of poor adherence was stable over time, with about 36% being poorly adherent each year. Adherence was not a stable trait, and when assessed over 4 years, 18% of subjects had consistently poor adherence, 39% had consistently good adherence, and 43% were inconsistently adherent. Thus, in total, 61% of patients had at least 1 year during which they showed poor adherence. Those with consistently poor adherence were more likely to be younger, nonwhite, have comorbid substance misuse, and to have been admitted to a psychiatric hospital. This study, like many, would underestimate nonadherence because it assumes that collecting medication from a pharmacy equates to taking it.

**Costs of nonadherence**

Nonadherence with antipsychotic medication can lead to relapse for patients in remission and persistent symptoms for those with existing symptoms, and both scenarios can cause multiple patient and service costs (Figure 2). The costs of nonadherence were demonstrated in a 3-year, prospective, observational study of schizophrenia in the USA in which a composite measure of patient-reported adherence and MPR was used to determine adherence.29 Outcome data were gathered at regular points throughout the study by reviewing medical records and conducting structured interviews with the participants. Nonadherence was associated with a significantly higher rate of psychiatric hospitalization, use of emergency psychiatric services, arrest, violence, victimization, and substance use (Figure 3) plus poorer mental functioning,
poorer life satisfaction, and more alcohol-related problems. Nonadherence in the first year predicted significantly poorer outcomes in the following 2 years. A 3-year, prospective, observational, European study of outpatients with schizophrenia found that nonadherence was significantly associated with an increased risk of relapse, hospitalization, and suicide attempts. An association between antipsychotic nonadherence and an increased rate of self-harm and suicide has been reported in other studies. A recent analysis from the CUTLASS (Cost Utility of the Latest Antipsychotic Drugs in Schizophrenia Study) clinical trial in the UK showed that improved antipsychotic adherence led to improved quality of life.

Relatively short periods of nonadherence have been linked to poorer outcomes. Two US studies, both using pharmacy refills to measure adherence, found that missing medication for 10 days was associated with an increased risk of psychiatric hospitalization. In one study, the risk of hospitalization was correlated with the degree of nonadherence, with a gap of 1–10 days in antipsychotic medication being associated with an odds ratio for admission of 1.98, a gap of 11–30 days with an odds ratio of 2.81, and a gap of more than 30 days with an odds ratio of 3.96. It is important to highlight that the degree of nonadherence leading to poorer clinical outcomes will vary greatly between individuals and be influenced by multiple factors. Patients with a low risk of relapse may remain well despite marked degrees of nonadherence. This may explain why some intervention studies of nonadherence report improved medication adherence but without improvement in clinical outcomes.

Relapse after a first episode of psychosis can be particularly damaging, as those affected are likely to be relatively young and at a critical period in their life. The only factor predictive of relapse in a 3-year follow-up of first-episode patients was medication nonadherence. In a separate 5-year, follow-up study, discontinuation of medication after a first psychotic episode increased the risk of relapse by five-fold. Successive relapses in schizophrenia are associated with a decrease in treatment response and possibly a worsening of the disease process and brain shrinkage. Irrespective of organic mechanisms, successive relapse is likely to lead to accrual of disability, because each relapse can damage an individual’s confidence, social networks, and employment opportunities.

The impact of antipsychotic nonadherence on economic costs in people with schizophrenia is complex and varies across services. QUATRO (Quality of Life following Adherence Therapy for People Disabled by Schizophrenia and their Carers), a multicenter European RCT, found that community-based day service costs and societal costs were lower among nonadherent patients with schizophrenia and that nonadherence was not significantly associated with total health and social care costs. In contrast, two systematic reviews, one of seven studies conducted in the USA...
and one of eight studies conducted worldwide, found that nonadherence was associated with higher hospitalization rates and direct health care costs. The national rehospitalization cost in the USA attributable to antipsychotic nonadherence was estimated at approximately $1,500 million per year in 2005.

When nonadherence is covert, it may lead to the incorrect assumption that an antipsychotic drug is ineffective, which may result in an inappropriate change of treatment, including an increase in the dose of the antipsychotic drug, switching to another antipsychotic agent, or the addition of other medications. A trial of an antipsychotic LAI can be a helpful way to determine whether symptoms in a patient previously prescribed an oral antipsychotic medication are the result of covert nonadherence or represent treatment resistance.

**Factors associated with nonadherence**

A useful way to conceptualize nonadherence is to consider intentional and unintentional nonadherence. Intentional nonadherence occurs when a patient makes a deliberate decision not to take medication as prescribed. This is usually because the disadvantages of medication are perceived as outweighing the benefits, ie, it can be understood by a health beliefs model. Unintentional nonadherence occurs when practical problems interfere with adherence. Examples

![Diagram showing factors associated with nonadherence]

**Figure 4** Factors associated with nonadherence.
include the patient forgetting to take medication, not understanding the instructions that they were given about medication-taking, or having difficulty collecting repeat prescriptions from a pharmacy due to either travel issues or the medication cost. Both types of nonadherence may occur in the same patient.

Figure 4 summarizes some of the key factors associated with nonadherence based on previous studies. Poor adherence cannot simply be regarded as “difficult” behavior on behalf of the patient; rather, it can result from a range of factors that encompass the illness, medication, and organization of services, plus attributes of the clinician, patient, and caregivers. As a result, improving adherence often requires a range of interventions.

In terms of illness factors, multiple studies have linked poor insight, or unawareness of illness and the need for treatment, to nonadherence. Poor insight was regarded as the most important factor contributing to nonadherence in serious mental illness in a survey of experts. Insight is not a stable trait and often improves during the course of treatment. Cognitive impairment is associated with nonadherence and predicts relapse after a first episode of psychosis. Psychotic symptoms may impact directly on adherence, for example, the content of a delusion may be that medication is a poison, while auditory hallucinations may instruct a person not to take medication. Negative and depressive symptoms can decrease an individual’s motivation to collect and take medication. Alcohol and illicit drug misuse, common comorbidities in schizophrenia, both predict antipsychotic nonadherence.

The effectiveness of antipsychotic medication is a key determinant of adherence. In a pooled analysis of data from RCTs, reduction in the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale positive factor was the strongest predictor of treatment adherence, irrespective of the antipsychotic. Conversely, a poor response to medication is one of the most frequent reasons why patients leave clinical trials. This highlights that clinicians should ensure that patients are aware of the time course for symptom improvement after starting antipsychotic medication and discuss switching to another antipsychotic, including clozapine when appropriate, if patients do not respond to an adequate trial of a medication. The association between side effects and nonadherence is complex. RCTs often report “dropouts” due to side effects or adverse effects, but individual perceptions or beliefs about the illness or the treatments are not recorded. In the real world, patients often suggest that it is not side effects per se that are the problem, but lack of knowledge about the danger or otherwise of each side effect and lack of skills or management strategies to cope with side effects, ie, subjective or practical issues rather than the objective severity of a side effect may be most relevant in dictating adherence behaviors. A patient who perceives a drug as beneficial and important to their recovery may continue to take it despite it causing significant side effects. In contrast, a patient who sees little benefit from medication and is unconvinced by the explanation of their diagnosis or need for pharmacotherapy may stop treatment at the first sign of a side effect that causes relatively minor inconvenience to others. In this case, one could argue that it is the patient’s attitude to the medication rather than the side effect that is the chief cause of nonadherence.

Another aspect of medication that needs to be considered is the financial cost to the patient. A study in the USA found that higher patient cost-sharing (eg, copayments or coinsurance) was associated with a lower likelihood of adherence with antipsychotic medication and a shorter time to discontinuation of medication. In another study, schizophrenia patients who perceived copayment burden were less than half as likely to have complete adherence. This result needs to be considered in light of the study’s methodological weaknesses that included a cross-sectional design and use of self-reported patient data. Complex medication regimens, including, for example, higher dosing frequency and complicated instructions for drug-taking, can reduce the likelihood of adherence in various disease areas. Simplifying the treatment regimen can improve adherence, although this strategy may be ineffective if other barriers to adherence, in particular negative attitudes to medication, persist. The role of antipsychotic formulation, and in particular LAIs, as a determinant of adherence is discussed in a later section on antipsychotic LAIs.

Patients who hold a negative drug attitude, for example as assessed by the Drug Attitude Inventory, are more likely to show poor adherence. In contrast, patient demographic variables, including age, sex, social class, and ethnicity, do not show a consistent relationship with antipsychotic adherence. Adherence can vary over time, but past nonadherence is a strong predictor of future nonadherence.

Many patients with schizophrenia are socially isolated and do not have relatives, friends, or caregivers to remind them to take medication. Stigma and negative perceptions about mental illness and psychiatric medication are widespread, and can contribute to poor adherence. Over half of a randomly selected general population sample in Switzerland...
in 1999 believed that antipsychotics carried a high risk of dependency.69 In a Swedish study, the drug attitude of the next-of-kin was associated with antipsychotic adherence in people with schizophrenia.63

The quality of the therapeutic relationship and clinician-patient communication influence adherence. A European multicenter study investigated the relationship between antipsychotic adherence and the therapeutic relationship between patients with schizophrenia and clinicians, including psychiatric nurses, psychiatrists, social workers, and psychologists.70 Clinician and patient ratings of the therapeutic relationship were independently associated with better adherence with antipsychotic medication but only weakly intercorrelated. This implies that each perspective, although important, reflects a separate aspect of the relationship. The results do not necessarily indicate causality; it may be that more adherent patients form better therapeutic relationships with staff or that a good therapeutic relationship leads to better adherence, or there may be causality in both directions. However, other research suggests that communication and the therapeutic relationship influence adherence. A study conducted in the UK found that the attitude of inpatients with schizophrenia to their treatment, and their self-reported medication adherence, were both predicted by their perceived relationship with staff, especially the relationship with the physician-prescriber.71 A negative attitude to medication was also predicted by poor insight and experience of coercion during admission. The authors concluded that enhancing therapeutic relationships may lead to better outcomes.

In another study, the quality of communication between psychiatrists and patients with schizophrenia, in particular the psychiatrist responding to the patient’s request for clarification, was associated with improved medication adherence.72 This is consistent with a meta-analysis in which physician communication (psychiatrists were not included) was positively correlated with patient adherence.73 The risk of nonadherence was 19% higher for patients whose physician communicated poorly, than for patients whose physician communicated well.73 This analysis also showed that training doctors in communication skills led to improvements in patient adherence.

Practical aspects of service design can impact on adherence. Ease of access to a psychiatrist,74 a consistent relationship with a single clinician, and ensuring sufficient time in appointments to discuss prescribing decisions and their place in the overall treatment plan are helpful in promoting adherence. Regular reminders from staff about the importance of medication-taking and assertive follow-up of patients who miss appointments can also assist adherence.

### Assessment of nonadherence

In this section, we review the main methods used to assess nonadherence in research studies, and conclude with some recommendations for assessment of adherence in clinical practice. Multiple methods have been used in research studies to quantify adherence, and the choice of method greatly impacts the findings.75 For example, in one study, the prevalence of nonadherence was 0% when assessed by the Clinician Rating Scale and 48% when assessed electronically using the Medication Event Monitoring System (MEMS).26 Methods to measure adherence can be divided into subjective and objective strategies (Table 1). Each method has its advantages and disadvantages, and no method is ideal.

Subjective ratings of adherence have poor validity and tend to underestimate nonadherence.26,75 The most common method is to ask the patient to rate their adherence level; this approach has high specificity (ie, if the patient says they are not taking the medication, this is likely to be true), but low sensitivity. Another approach is for clinicians to make a judgment about adherence, and this may take account of the observed clinical effectiveness and side effects of the medication. This approach is highly unreliable, as many factors can impact on the clinical state. In particular, one individual may remain well and not experience a relapse for a long period after stopping an antipsychotic medication, whereas another may relapse very quickly. Other subjective strategies to measure adherence include diaries in which the patient records their medication-taking, and rating scales and questionnaires where the patient, caregiver, case manager, or psychiatrist are asked to estimate adherence.

Objective measures to assess nonadherence are more accurate, and include electronic medication monitoring systems such as MEMS. The MEMS medication bottle cap is equipped with a microprocessor that records each time

### Table 1 Methods of assessing medication adherence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective adherence measurement</th>
<th>Subjective adherence measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medication container with electronic monitoring, eg, MEMS</td>
<td>Clinician’s view on adherence (often based on therapeutic response and side effects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pill count</td>
<td>Patient or key other report6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological markers</td>
<td>Patient diary of medication intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed intake</td>
<td>Questionnaires, eg, DAI, MARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication possession ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication plasma level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic ingestible event marker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Patient, case manager, other health care professional, next-of-kin, or carer are asked to estimate the adherence of the patient.

**Abbreviations:** MEMS, Medication Event Monitoring System; DAI, Drug Attitude Inventory; MARS, Medication Adherence Rating Scale.
the bottle is opened. This, and other “smart” pill containers, are generally considered the reference standard in adherence studies. A drawback is that the potential discarding of pills cannot be detected because it is impossible to know if the patient actually ingests the medication after opening the cap of the MEMS bottle. Electronic medication containers have been adapted into a more sophisticated system that allows real-time wireless monitoring of medication-taking (see the later section on Electronic reminders for further discussion). Despite high reliability and predictive validity, electronic monitoring is rarely used in adherence studies or in clinical practice because it is time-consuming and costly.

Pill count is a more clinically manageable objective measure which has been shown to be highly correlated with MEMS. Drawbacks of pill count include the requirement for regular follow-up and the potential risk of the patient discarding pills without ingesting, which cannot be monitored. Nevertheless, in clinical practice, pill count can be a valuable tool to assess adherence.

An example of the use of a biological marker to objectively assess adherence is the use of glycated hemoglobin to monitor diabetes. However, biological markers of antipsychotics are not clinically available. Observing intake of oral medication is difficult outside inpatient settings, and even then patients can secrete medication, sometimes going to great lengths to hide their nonadherence. Examples include patients secretly spitting out tablets or putting cotton wool in their mouths to absorb liquid formulations of medication. Monitoring the MPR is difficult other than in research studies, although an attempt has been made to use it in clinical practice.

Use of plasma drug levels to monitor adherence is not straightforward. Relatively little data are available regarding the therapeutic plasma levels of most second-generation antipsychotics. Interindividual variability in plasma levels is considerable, and medication metabolism, smoking, and other medications may affect the levels. Sometimes a blood drug level is requested, but without the time of the last antipsychotic dose being recorded; without this information, interpretation of the plasma level is impossible. A further issue is that a plasma level only provides information about medication adherence in the days immediately prior to the assay. Patients can increase their drug intake by taking loading doses prior to plasma sampling with the intention of deliberately concealing nonadherence. Some studies have defined adherence in terms of consistency between repeated plasma levels. This assesses stability over time, but does not take into account whether or not the levels are therapeutic. Furthermore, it only provides information about medication taking immediately prior to blood sampling; plasma levels and medication adherence in the intervening periods remain unknown. Several studies have compared adherence as determined by plasma levels with another objective adherence measure and have found plasma monitoring to be unreliable to determine adherence. In one study, a nonadherence rate of 23% was found with plasma levels and 40% with pill count. Another study found a nonadherence rate of 51% with plasma levels and 37% with MEMS. A recent Swedish study reported poor concordance between adherence as assessed by MEMS and plasma levels (concordance 56%, kappa 0.05). In the 44% of patients where the two methods disagreed, patients were more frequently classified as nonadherent by plasma levels and adherent by MEMS than vice versa. In the clinic, interpretation of an occasional plasma level is problematic for all the reasons already discussed. If misinterpreted, the plasma level can lead to inappropriate changes in antipsychotic drug dose or the patient incorrectly being considered treatment-resistant.

The most recent development in objective assessment of adherence is the development of an electronic “ingestible event marker” that forms part of a digital health feedback system. The system uses a nontoxic digital ingestion sensor, approximately 1 mm square, that is embedded in a tablet. Following activation by gastric fluids, the ingested sensor wirelessly communicates with a small external monitor, currently a skin patch device worn by the patient, to record the date and time of ingestion. After several minutes of transmission, the sensor becomes inactive, and following normal transit through the gastrointestinal system, it is eliminated in the feces. The external monitor also collects physiological measures, including activity, sleep, and heart rate. At intervals, the monitor transfers data to a mobile phone which in turn relays it to a secure server. Summary reports can be produced and viewed on web-based systems by the patient and others that they consent to the information being shared with.

The feasibility and safety of the system was recently reported in a small study (n=28) of patients with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder over a 4-week period. Because this was a feasibility study, the digital ingestion sensor was embedded in a placebo tablet and the main outcome was the accuracy of the system to detect ingestion of the tablet compared with direct observation of ingestion. The researchers concluded that the system was accurate, safe, and acceptable to a large proportion of those who took
part. Limitations of the study were the small sample size, short follow-up period, and the fact that those who took part were relatively well (score of 3 or less on the Clinical Global Impressions Scale) and likely to have been relatively adherent prior to entry. Small feasibility studies have also assessed this technology in patients with hypertension, heart failure, and tuberculosis. The advantage of the system over MEMS is that it records ingestion of a tablet and not simply the opening of a medication bottle. The system has the potential to be linked to an intervention to improve adherence by providing patients and health care professionals with feedback regarding adherence and other monitored parameters. Larger studies are required, and the place of this technology as an aid to assessing and potentially improving adherence in schizophrenia and other chronic conditions has yet to be established.

In clinical practice, a first step to improving the assessment of adherence is to ensure that sufficient time is made available in the consultation to explore this area. Nonadherence often remains covert because clinicians do not inquire about it; rather taking a “medication history” is confined to documenting the prescribed drugs and their doses with the assumption that the patient adheres to the prescription. When adherence is assessed, it is often done very briefly. To elicit the extent of nonadherence requires time, with questions being asked in a nonjudgmental manner. For example, the authors suggest that the following two simple questions might be used:

“Most people find it hard to stick perfectly to the treatment plan all the time; do you ever have any problems taking all the medications as prescribed?” Or “Do you ever try and cope with the illness on your own without taking the medications?”

The latter question is useful because it often exposes “intentional nonadherence”, but also acknowledges that the patient is not trying to undermine their recovery, but often genuinely wants to get better through their own efforts. If these screening questions reveal nonadherence, it is helpful to try and quantify this, for example, with a question such as: “How many day’s medication do you think you may have missed in the last ten days?”

Some patients are reluctant to discuss nonadherence with their psychiatrist, but may be more willing to discuss their medication-taking with other members of the clinical team, for example, a community psychiatric nurse, case manager, key worker, or support worker. This highlights the importance of the full multidisciplinary team being aware of the importance of adherence. A pill count can be performed at the outpatient clinic, if a patient brings their medication, or at a home visit. It can inform a wider discussion with the patient and can be combined with psychoeducation focused on medication, its effectiveness, side effects, and adherence. A key challenge is to create destigmatized methods and environments where patients are assisted to openly discuss their medication-taking.

**Introduction to interventions to improve adherence**

In the following section, we consider interventions to improve adherence with antipsychotic medication. We start by considering basic strategies that should routinely accompany prescribing decisions. Next, we consider specific interventions under five headings, ie, psychosocial interventions (psychoeducation, behavioral interventions, motivational interviewing, and cognitive approaches), antipsychotic LAIs, electronic reminders, service interventions, and financial incentives. In reality, some of these strategies overlap. Within the relevant sections we have not included every study, but provide a selective review of those that are most relevant for clinicians working in general psychiatry settings.

**Basic strategies to accompany prescribing**

Involving patients in decisions about their medication is crucial to improving adherence. The clinician needs to listen to the patient, understand their perspective, including their beliefs and concerns about their illness and medication, and ensure that their preferences regarding treatment are based on fact rather than misperceptions. Involving patients in the choice of their medication increases the likelihood of adherence. The amount of information required will vary between patients. Where possible, a choice of medication should be offered. If the patient has a key carer or relative and is agreeable, then it can help to involve the carer in these discussions. Given that antipsychotics, other than clozapine, show little difference in efficacy but can vary markedly in side effect profile, choice will often be governed by side effects and sometimes by formulation. Decisions on psychiatric prescribing are often made quickly without paying sufficient attention to these issues. In a study based on videoing psychiatric outpatient consultations, a medication decision took approximately 2 minutes and the mean degree of patient involvement was low. The benefit of involving patients with severe mental illness in choice of medication is supported by a study on advance directives,
ie, legal documents that allow patients to communicate their medication preferences for future treatment should their capacity to make such decisions become impaired. Following the advance directive, patients showed improved adherence even when the crisis these documents were designed for had passed.

It is important that patients are warned of side effects before starting medication. Tolerance develops to some side effects. Titrating the dose upwards gradually and/or explaining to the patient that side effects should settle can reduce the likelihood of side effects impairing adherence. Managing side effects that emerge during treatment depends on their detection at review appointments. If patients have a good therapeutic alliance with the clinical team, particularly the prescriber, then they are more likely to volunteer side effects. The use of a simple checklist can also aid the detection of side effects. Examples of two simple and easy to complete antipsychotic side effect checklists are the Systematic Monitoring of Adverse Events Related to Treatments (SMARTS) and the Glasgow Antipsychotics Side-Effect Scale (GASS). Both can be completed by patients in the waiting room prior to a consultation and form the focus of a clinical discussion about side effects. The impact of side effects can sometimes be reduced by altering the timing of medication-taking. For example, if clozapine is causing sedation, the greater part of the dose can be taken at night-time rather than splitting the dose equally between morning and night-time. Other strategies to manage side effects include dose reduction, although one needs to consider the risk of this precipitating a relapse, and recommending a specific treatment for a side effect. Examples include sipping water if the medication has caused a dry mouth, engaging a patient in a weight management program for antipsychotic-associated weight gain, or prescribing another medication, eg, an anticholinergic drug to treat antipsychotic-induced Parkinsonism. Antipsychotic switching is another option to manage side effects, eg, switching from a prolactin-elevating antipsychotic to a relatively prolactin-sparing antipsychotic to manage symptoms caused by prolactin elevation, such as galactorrhea or sexual dysfunction. Switching is most useful when there is clear evidence of the differences between antipsychotic drugs in their propensity to cause specific side effects. A recent meta-analysis helped to quantify the relative risk of various side effects, including hyperprolactinemia, extrapyramidal symptoms, and weight gain, for 15 antipsychotics. However, weaknesses in the evidence base mean that the relative risk of certain side effects is unclear for some antipsychotic drugs.

Simplifying the treatment regimen can improve adherence in those with complex regimens. When nonadherence is due to forgetfulness, the use of a multicompartmental pillbox can be useful, although too few clinicians recognize that patients may not find these simple and that “training” may be needed. To aid adherence, communication between health professionals about a patient’s condition needs to be clear, timely, and include information about current medications, including drug names, doses, and the reasons why each medication is prescribed. This is particularly important because patients with schizophrenia may receive care from multiple psychiatric teams within a short period (eg, inpatient team, community mental health team, crisis home treatment team) as well as the general practitioner.

**Psychosocial interventions**

**Psychoeducation**

The term psychoeducation can be defined as an intervention that increases a patient’s knowledge and understanding of a disorder. Psychoeducation has been offered in a variety of formats (individual, group, family), and courses range from one session to 25 or more sessions. It has been widely assumed that the knowledge gained through psychoeducation then enables someone with schizophrenia to cope more effectively with their illness. Although psychoeducation remains the most often recommended/utilized intervention in clinical practice, evidence is limited for its efficacy and effectiveness. The lack of potency of many generic psychoeducational interventions seems to reflect the fact that although patients’ knowledge about medication improves with the provision of information, this alone does not translate into any change in adherence behavior. Furthermore, a review by Tacchi and Scott demonstrated that the psychoeducational models most likely to be beneficial incorporate “practical” learning exercises, behavioral reinforcement, and/or cognitive modifications, highlighting that information is a necessary but not sufficient component of such programs. Improved medication adherence has been reported to be one of several benefits of different models of family therapy or social skills training. However, apart from one trial, studies using family psychoeducation interventions to enhance adherence have shown mixed benefits.

**Behavioral interventions**

Behavioral interventions encompass skills building, practicing activities, behavioral modeling, and reinforcement strategies. A number of studies have shown behavioral interventions to be useful in improving medication adherence.
Successful interventions tend to include psychoeducational elements as well as some individualization of treatment. For example, medication regimes adapted to the habits and routines of the patient, along with pairing daily medication intake with a specific regular behavior.

A study comparing treatment as usual with the MUSE (Medication Usage Skills for Effectiveness) program showed significant improvement in the intervention group. The MUSE program employed electronic pill bottles with caps displaying the date and time of each bottle opening and patients were taught to check the dose cap to see when their next dose of medication was due. This, along with other simple techniques of how to remember daily medication doses, helped improve adherence in patients with severe mental disorders.

A randomized study by Eckman et al compared a group behavioral program focusing on illness self-management with supportive group psychotherapy in outpatients with schizophrenia. The intervention comprised structured modules lasting about 3 hours per week over 4 months. The modules used video tapes, demonstrations, focused instruction, specialized role play, video feedback, and practice in the real world to focus on four skill areas, ie, information regarding the benefits of antipsychotic medication, correct self-administration, evaluation of medication effects and identifying side effects, and negotiating medication issues with health care professionals. Adherence significantly improved by 20% between the preintervention and post-intervention assessments. However, it is notable that, as in many such studies, the baseline level of adherence in consenting participants was higher than often found in general psychiatry outpatients.

Tarrier et al examined medication adherence as one of several outcome measures in a study of patients with schizophrenia and their families. Brief behavioral interventions were compared with extended family therapy programs (about 9 months). The behavioral interventions focused on teaching the families skills “to manage schizophrenia”, whilst the family therapy incorporated a broader range of approaches. Rates of medication adherence reached levels of approximately 70% for all patients, with no significant differences between groups.

Motivational interviewing

Motivational interviewing has been defined as a directive, client-centered counseling style that elicits behavioral change by helping clients to explore and resolve ambivalence. It includes behavioral analysis, and attempts to allow a person to discover the advantages and disadvantages of their behavior for themselves. It has been suggested that to be successful in improving medication adherence in schizophrenia, the intervention may require additional modifications to cope with the presence of negative symptoms.

Compliance therapy utilizes motivational interviewing and cognitive behavioral approaches. The key techniques are those of reflective listening, regular summarizing, inductive questioning, exploring ambivalence, developing discrepancies between present behavior and broader goals, and using normalizing rationales. Kemp et al showed that 4–6 sessions of compliance therapy had a significantly greater effect upon adherence immediately post-intervention and at 18-month follow-up compared with 4–6 sessions of supportive counseling. However, two further studies of compliance therapy, including a large-scale pan-European trial in routine clinical settings, failed to find any specific benefit when compared with treatment as usual.

Cognitive approaches

Although cognitive approaches originally used adaptations of cognitive behavioral therapy to try to improve medication adherence, cognitive approaches now encompass neurocognitive remediation as well as traditional cognitive modification models. There is a large literature on the latter, suggesting that medication adherence improves in those who show other benefits from cognitive behavioral therapy, but that adherence alone probably does not explain all the clinical gains.

Cognitive adaptation training (CAT) is a manual-driven intervention employing a series of compensatory strategies based on neuropsychological, behavioral, and occupational therapy principles. Training includes a comprehensive behavioral assessment to quantify the level of apathy and disorganized behavior and neuropsychological assessment to examine the level of executive functioning, attention, and memory. Velligan et al randomly assigned 95 individuals with schizophrenia to either CAT focused on multiple aspects of community adaptation, CAT focused on medication adherence and appointment keeping, or to treatment as usual. Treatment lasted for 9 months and patients were followed up for 6 months after their home visits finished. The results showed that both CAT interventions improved medication adherence throughout the study period. The full CAT intervention improved functional outcome relative to the other two treatment groups, but this difference decreased after the home visits stopped.
Summary of psychosocial interventions

The evidence from the studies reviewed shows that purely didactic psychoeducational interventions are the least effective for improving medication adherence. Successful forms of behavioral and cognitive interventions that improve medication adherence were those that: targeted and enhanced the therapeutic relationship; had a method for exploring the patient's model of their disorder, including their beliefs and expectations; and employed concrete problem-solving techniques. Although researchers often categorize the interventions according to a particular theoretical model, in reality it appears that interventions utilizing combined psychoeducation, cognitive and behavioral techniques, and homework strategies are more effective in increasing adherence than unidimensional approaches.

Antipsychotic long-acting injections

Antipsychotic LAIs were introduced in the 1960s to improve adherence. Several first-generation and second-generation antipsychotics are available as LAIs. Their main advantage is that they make covert nonadherence impossible. The comparative effectiveness of antipsychotic LAIs versus oral antipsychotics is sensitive to the research design. In three separate meta-analyses by study design, LAIs showed superiority to oral medication at endpoint in analyses of retrospective and prospective nonrandomized observational studies but showed no difference in relapse rates in a meta-analysis of RCTs. This difference is likely to reflect in part the recruitment of relatively adherent patients in RCTs and the research design altering the normal ecology of service delivery.

In the UK, five first-generation antipsychotic LAIs (flupentixol, fluphenazine, haloperidol, pipotiazine, zuclopenthixol) and four second-generation antipsychotic LAIs (risperidone, paliperidone, olanzapine, and aripiprazole) are currently available. A lack of head-to-head RCTs prevents direct comparisons between these agents. The side effect profiles of individual antipsychotic LAIs differ but are very similar to those of the corresponding drugs in oral form, although additional injection-related adverse effects can occur. Local adverse effects at the injection site are seen with all LAIs, and include pain, skin thickening, and nodules, but these problems are usually mild and/or infrequent. In addition, olanzapine pamoate can cause post-injection delirium/sedation syndrome (PDSS), the symptoms of which are consistent with an overdose of olanzapine and include sedation, confusion, slurred speech, disturbed gait, and unconsciousness. PDSS has not been observed with other antipsychotic LAIs. In a review of cases seen in clinical trials, PDSS occurred in approximately 0.07% of injections of olanzapine pamoate, with a median time of onset of 25 minutes post-injection, with all patients recovering within 72 hours. Individual LAIs differ with regard to licensed indication, cost (second-generation antipsychotic LAIs are far more expensive than first-generation antipsychotic LAIs), and a range of practical issues related to administration. The latter include approved injection site (deltoid and/or gluteal), needle gauge, injection interval, availability of prefilled syringes, requirement for oral antipsychotic supplementation when commencing the LAI or increasing the dose, and whether there is need for a post-injection observation period. The choice of which LAI to prescribe needs to be made on an individual patient basis and should take into account the differences between LAIs plus the individual's prior response to treatment with oral antipsychotics. The patient should be actively involved in the selection.

LAIs are one potential strategy to manage nonadherence, but are not suitable for all patients. Furthermore, a proportion of patients who start LAIs subsequently discontinue treatment. The attrition rate varies widely between studies; for example, one study found that over half of patients who started risperidone LAI had stopped it 6 months later, while another study reported a dropout rate of only 15% by 2 years. This variation may reflect many variables, including difference in patient characteristics, the dosing and initiation strategies adopted for the LAI, and the organization of services involved in prescribing, administering, and monitoring LAI treatment. LAIs are sometimes commenced as a treatment for detained inpatients (ie, those subject to compulsory treatment), but their use should still be based on a shared decision-making process, even if this acknowledges that at the time of initiation the clinician and patient have opposing views. In this situation, the aim is that, with time, the patient will gain insight into their illness and the role of medication, and ultimately agree to take medication when compulsory sanctions are removed. In the long-term, an LAI can only aid adherence if a patient agrees to take it.

There is comprehensive literature on the attitudes of health professionals and patients to LAIs. Most clinicians perceive that LAIs can be more effective than oral medication, but a minority perceive LAIs as old-fashioned, stigmatizing, and unsuitable for use in first-episode patients. Research on patients' views indicates that although some patients are strongly opposed to LAIs, others prefer an LAI to tablets.
Furthermore, several studies show that LAIs are acceptable to at least a proportion of patients treated in early intervention services.\textsuperscript{118} Several researchers have argued that one barrier to the use of LAIs is the negative preconceptions that clinicians hold and in particular their belief that patients rarely want to consider an LAI.\textsuperscript{116} The attitudes of relatives to LAIs have been neglected, but one study indicated a more positive attitude than among patients.\textsuperscript{119}

Electronic reminders

Reminders can be helpful when nonadherence is due to a patient forgetting to take medication or lacking a medication-taking routine, ie, unintentional nonadherence. This approach is unlikely to help when nonadherence is the result of a deliberate decision by the patient. At its simplest, reminders may involve a patient having a written note to take medication that is placed in a prominent place, setting an alarm for when medication is due, or having medication prepacked in foils/blister packets labeled with the day and time that they are to be taken. Recently, there has been much interest in using mobile technology to provide patients with more sophisticated reminders and information about their medication-taking, and also to deliver other health interventions. Mobile phones are widely used in the general population, and Short Message Service (SMS) text messages provide a cheap, nonintrusive, and simple way to send information.

A systematic review of electronic reminders to improve patients’ adherence with long-term medication in physical health disorders identified 13 controlled studies that used SMS reminders, audiovisual reminders, or pager messages.\textsuperscript{120} All three interventions, but especially SMS reminders, were effective, although most studies were short-term (follow-up period <6 months). In an RCT in clinically stable outpatients with schizophrenia, daily SMS reminders, sent over 3 months, improved patient-rated adherence with antipsychotic medication compared with a control group.\textsuperscript{121} The SMS group also showed a greater improvement in attitude toward medication and on several symptom ratings. The benefits in terms of adherence and attitudes reduced in the 3 months after the intervention ceased. A large randomized study (Mobile.net) of the effectiveness of SMS messages to improve adherence with antipsychotic medication is currently ongoing in Finland.\textsuperscript{122}

A potential problem with routine SMS reminders is “message fatigue”, ie, subjects receive reminders irrespective of whether or not they take their medication, and this may lead to the beneficial effect wearing off. This potential problem is overcome by real-time electronic medication monitoring, for which several systems are available. Most involve an electronic medication dispenser that registers when the dispenser is opened. This information is sent wirelessly in real time to a central server allowing a range of interventions. These include the server being programmed to send an SMS “reminder” text message to the patient if the dispenser is not opened within a specified time frame. This system has been reported to improve medication adherence in patients with type 2 diabetes.\textsuperscript{123}

A real-time medication monitoring system was used in a recent trial in schizophrenia. Patients were randomized to a person-delivered or an electronic intervention to improve adherence or to treatment as usual.\textsuperscript{124} The electronic intervention was the Med-eMonitor, a “smart” pill container, the functions of which include reminding the patient to take medication by an alarm and wirelessly alerting staff if medication is not taken. This would lead a member of staff to telephone the patient and engage the individual in a discussion about adherence. The person-delivered intervention (a Cognitive Adaptation Training treatment [PharmCAT]) involved weekly home visits and an individualized approach to prompt medication-taking. Adherence was assessed electronically in all three groups using smart pill containers. Both interventions significantly improved adherence compared with treatment as usual, although clinical outcomes were unchanged. The electronic system was cheaper than the person-delivered intervention.

The electronic ingestible event marker or “smart tablet” (discussed in the previous section Assessment of nonadherence) has the potential to be used as a platform for a range of interventions to improve adherence. However, to date, no such intervention study has been reported, and the use of the system in schizophrenia has been limited to a small feasibility study.\textsuperscript{31}

Service interventions

Ensuring that services are easily accessible to patients is likely to improve adherence. Examples include allocating appointments to patients with minimal delay and ensuring ready access to emergency services. The cost of antipsychotic medication can be a barrier to adherence.\textsuperscript{29} In some countries, annual prepayment cards can reduce the total cost of prescriptions over a year. Feedback to prescribers on whether patients collect prescriptions is not routinely used as an intervention to aid adherence. However, one US study reported a system in which prescribing clinicians and case managers were electronically messaged in real time if a patient prescription lapsed by 7 days, with further alerts following after longer lapse periods.\textsuperscript{79} They were also regu-
larily sent MPR scores. The intervention was associated with improved MPR scores.

Many countries, including the USA, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Israel, Sweden and England, have systems of compulsory psychiatric treatment for patients living in the community. The legal and clinical requirements vary, but in general they allow a clinician to stipulate a range of conditions for community treatment, including adherence with medication, and confer the power to readmit a patient to hospital if these conditions are broken, and this leads to significant clinical concern. The introduction of community treatment orders (CTOs) in England and Wales in 2008 was controversial, partly due to the ethical issues raised.125 Case-control studies have produced contradictory findings about the effectiveness of CTOs.126,127 Three RCTs of CTOs have been published, two from the USA conducted over a decade ago,128,129 and the Oxford Community Treatment Order Evaluation Trial from England, which was published in 2013.130 All three studies failed to show a difference in the primary outcome measure of readmission rates. In both Australia and England, CTOs are strongly associated with the use of antipsychotic LAIs.131 In a large mental health trust in England, nearly two thirds of those who were made subject to a CTO and had a diagnosis of schizophrenia were prescribed an LAI.132 This may perpetuate the “image problem” associated with LAIs, ie, it may promote the view that LAIs are a coercive treatment of last resort that is most suitable for difficult and challenging patients. In the UK, antipsychotic LAIs are prescribed for between a quarter and one third of patients with schizophrenia,133 the vast majority of whom are not legally compelled to take treatment.

**Financial incentives**

In many walks of life, it is well established that even small incentives or rewards can lead to behavior changes. Indeed, many more formal “behavioral” interventions, such as contingency management, were based on this idea. The use of incentives in rehabilitation services fell out of favor from about the 1960s onwards because they were seen as inappropriate.134 Interestingly, as care has shifted increasingly to community settings, researchers have started to explore whether rewards or financial incentives may have a role to play.

Financial incentives to take medication are a behavioral intervention, although one that is controversial and raises ethical issues.135 The results of the first RCT of financial incentives to improve adherence with antipsychotic medication were recently published (Financial Incentives for Adherence Trial).136 Patients in the intervention group received £15 for each antipsychotic LAI they received, whereas patients in the control group received an LAI without any financial incentive. Over the 1-year trial period, adherence was significantly better in the intervention group than in the control group; the adjusted effect estimate was 11.5%. The two groups did not differ in terms of clinician ratings of clinical improvement, but patient-rated quality of life was better in the intervention group. The authors concluded that modest financial incentives were effective in improving adherence with maintenance antipsychotics. This result is consistent with studies showing that financial incentives can modify health behavior in other areas of psychiatry and in general medicine.137–139

**Conclusion and future research**

Nonadherence with antipsychotic medication is a frequent problem in the management of schizophrenia.27,28 It leads to poorer patient outcomes, including an increased risk of relapse29,30 and reduced quality of life,31 as well as higher economic costs for inpatient care.31,42 Strategies to improve adherence have the potential to reduce these costs and as such adherence needs to be addressed more systematically in clinical practice. This is particularly relevant given the increasing pressure on resources in many health care systems. The causes of nonadherence are multiple and vary between patients. The use of relatively simple strategies by health care professionals can reduce the likelihood of nonadherence and facilitate its detection. These include good communication, shared decision-making about medication, and specific but nonjudgmental inquiry about adherence. It is often helpful to involve the family or the key carer in discussion about medication, assuming the patient agrees. There is no single solution to management of nonadherence, rather interventions must be targeted to the patient and tackle the contributory causes for that individual. Multidimensional approaches are more effective than unidimensional approaches. Improving adherence is an ongoing and dynamic process that requires the involvement of all health care professionals working with the patient.

Many areas in this field warrant further research. One is the impact of service design on adherence and other patient outcomes. In many countries, psychiatric services have become increasingly fragmented, with patients receiving care from multiple clinicians and teams at different stages of their illness. For example, in recent years, many services in England have separated consultant responsibility for inpatient and outpatient care; previously a single consultant would have provided care for the same patients whether they were inpatients or outpatients. This separation is controversial,40,141 in that it may improve quality of care and outcomes, but conversely, lack
of consultant continuity may cause problems. For example, shared decision-making about medication may be undermined if a patient has brief interactions with many professionals, who may themselves hold differing views, rather than a close working alliance with selected individuals. Another area that has been relatively neglected is nonadherence with psychological treatments for schizophrenia. Cognitive behavioral therapy is an important treatment option in schizophrenia, although limited availability remains a problem in many services. In one observational study, 23% of those who started group cognitive behavioral therapy in a first-episode psychosis service did not complete treatment. A comparison of the factors linked to adherence with antipsychotic medication and cognitive behavioral therapy would be helpful to explore to what extent these are common and to help devise strategies to enhance engagement with psychological treatment.

Interventions to improve antipsychotic adherence would benefit from further research. These include the effect of financial incentives, given the positive result of the Financial Incentives for Adherence Trial, and what happens to adherence after financial incentives are stopped. The discrepancy between the results of observational studies and RCTs that have compared the effectiveness of antipsychotic LAIs and oral antipsychotics has been highlighted. This seems to partly result from an inherent bias, namely that RCTs selectively recruit relatively adherent patients. In addition, RCTs can alter the ecology of service delivery such that it is not representative of the use of LAIs and oral antipsychotics in the real world. We recommend that future RCTs use a comparative effectiveness strategy, and recruit and randomize patients to whom a clinician was considering recommending an LAI. Such studies should employ as few exclusion criteria as possible and have minimal research input after the baseline assessment and randomization, with the main outcome measure being the relapse rate or time to relapse. The use of smart pill boxes and real-time medication monitoring allows the linking of an objective measure of adherence with a behavioral intervention to enhance adherence. Wireless telemedicine can also be used to monitor a range of parameters, including early warning signs of relapse. Combining electronic monitoring of medication adherence and patient-reported clinical measures may help patients to assess better the pros and cons of medication and so improve adherence. The “smart pill” that records ingestion is a very recent development. Its acceptability, especially to severely ill patients, remains unclear and requires further study. With time, these electronic options may become less expensive and more widely available in routine practice rather than being confined to specialist or research settings. However, it is important always to bear in mind that none of these interventions can be a substitute for a carefully devised treatment plan that has been jointly agreed between the health care professional and the patient.
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